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Abstract
Teaching object-oriented software engineering and design with industrial tools is not always satisfying, since the focus of these tools lies on development rather than education. In this paper we present a family of graphical tools for object oriented design devoted explicitly to teaching. They are built upon a common framework and a metamodel approach.

1 Introduction
Teaching object-oriented software engineering is becoming more and more part of the basic curriculum for computer science, similar to object-oriented programming some years ago. Learning software engineering requires that – in addition to studying the concepts behind languages, formalisms and methods – the students work actively with these languages, formalisms and methods (similar to learning programming). Hence, tool support for the various notations is desirable. However, typically used industrial tools, such as Rational Rose or Together, have significant drawbacks in an educational setting.

These drawbacks arise from the fact that professional tools are rather "heavyweight" pieces of software, both in terms of their feature set and the hardware required to run them smoothly. Using such professional tools, there is a high risk that merely the tool handling is taught instead of focusing on the particular language or method. If different tools for different notations are used, this situation becomes even worse, since the students have to be familiar with all these programs before working effectively with the supported notations. The tools’ user interfaces are quite complex, with lots of features aimed at efficient development in industry. Unfortunately, too many features are distracting when using the tool for demonstration purposes, e.g. in a lecture hall. For educational purposes it is sometimes required to use a simplified notation. This requires the tools to be easily adaptable, which is usually not the case. Last but not least, commercial tools always have the problem that it might be costly for the students to use them at home.

All these deficiencies led to our new approach. In the MuSoT project (multimedia for software technology, [DE02]) eight German universities work together on teaching software engineering with the help of multimedia technologies and tools. The projects at Dortmund are concerned with teaching software architecture based on an object-oriented notation and with teaching process modeling using the Unified Process. In both cases, we need tools for the graphical notations. The experiences of another MuSoT project [Kel02] showed that simplified CASE tools for didactical purposes are a promising approach. Therefore, we decided to develop our own suite of design tools, which are presented in this paper. We have termed these tools "lightweight" to distinguish them from the heavyweight professional ones.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present the tools from a user’s point of view. In sections 3 and 4 we discuss the framework and the metamodel which provide the basis for the tools. In section 5 we report on some experiences, followed by an outlook on future work in section 6.

*This work is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, grant 08NM098.
2 Lightweight Design Tools

For the MuSoF projects at Dortmund we have currently developed three lightweight tools for teaching and learning specific aspects of object-oriented software engineering:

- an editor and simulator for UML state machines,
- an editor for software architectures (reusing parts of the former tool), and
- a process modeler for the Unified Process.

The tools can be used both for presenting examples of specific object-oriented design techniques during a lecture and for training the application of these techniques during exercises. A detailed discussion of elements and features common to all tools is given in section 3.

2.1 Statemachine Editor

One task of the design process is to specify the behavior of the software that has to be developed. In object-oriented systems statecharts [Har87, HN96] are a well-known technique for that purpose. For teaching and learning this technique a statemachine editor (see Fig. 1) was developed, incorporating the UML-notation for statecharts [OMG03]. It offers different components for drawing (e.g. a toolbar, an inspector, or a treeview) and presenting (e.g. a fullscreen mode) statechart diagrams.

To give a better impression of the modeled behavior of a software system, the statemachine editor provides a simulation component that can execute a statemachine. The simulation component evaluates the drawn diagram and highlights active states. Through a suitable graphical interface the user has the possibility to simulate events that trigger the transitions between states of the modeled system.

2.2 Software Architecture Editor

Another task of object-oriented design is modeling the architecture of the software which has to be created. The software architecture editor (see Fig. 2) is a tool that allows modeling software architectures, covering both static and dynamic aspects of these architectures. The editor employs a notation based on UML-RT [SR98] which, in turn, goes back on Real-Time Object-Oriented modeling (ROOM) [SGW94]. The dynamic aspects of each architectural component are again described using statemachines. Similar to the statemachine editor, the software architecture editor provides different drawing tools and presentation modes.

A simulation component animating the behavior of the modeled software architecture is also part of the tool. To illustrate the behavior of the architecture, the statechart diagrams are evaluated and visualized analogously to the simulation component of the statemachine editor. Yet, in this case, a potentially large number of statemachines is simulated in parallel.

2.3 Process Modeler for the Unified Process

To manage the development of software various process models exists. A process model particular suited for developing object-oriented software is the Unified Process [JBR98], a generic and iterative process model, which has to be adapted to the project’s requirements before use. The process modeler tool (see Fig. 3) allows tailoring and instantiation of the Unified Process for a project in a graphical manner.

The editor generates a XML-representation of the instantiated process which can be used by other tools.

3 Basic Framework

To avoid implementation of each of the above applications individually and from scratch (thus reinventing the wheel over and over again) and to also establish a common look and feel for all of them, a Java/Swing-based framework for lightweight modeling tools was developed. The framework provides two main components: A more-or-less fixed user interface including an application frame, and a variable metamodel underneath.

To be suitable for educational purposes, the user interface was designed to be simple, intuitive to use and non-distracting. The largest part of the screen is occupied by the model itself, because this is the application’s main focus. All graphical aspects of modeling, like moving or resizing elements or drawing graphical connections between them, are handled here. It is not necessary to use nested menu structures for common tasks like loading, saving, printing, or adding new elements to the model. Instead, these everyday functions are accessible from
a toolbar atop the diagram area, with clear graphical icons describing each function.

In addition to the main diagram area and the toolbar, the application provides a number of user interface components with more specific purposes:

- The **Navigator** shows a tree-like representation of the model (based on the nesting of elements) and allows quick selection of single elements, which results in having them focused and selected in the diagram area.

- The **Inspector** displays the properties of the currently selected model element and allows their modification. It is particularly useful for those properties that have either no direct graphical representation or cannot be modified inside the drawing area for other reasons.

- The **Bird's Eye** gives an overview on the positions of all model elements and is useful for models that span more than a single screen.

These three components are placed left to the diagram area, honoring the common principle of placing navigational items on the screen’s left side. All three can easily be hidden when only the diagram itself is of interest, for example during a lecture.

On the opposite side, that is, to the right of the diagram, a hypertext viewer and editor can be shown if required. This component usually comes into play when the students are using the tool at home. It allows annotation of a model: every element may be given a hyperlink to such an annotation. When the element is selected in the drawing area, the corresponding hypertext is displayed on the right hand side. Additionally, specific hyperlinks in the hyper-
text allow focusing on individual model elements or even modification of the model. This allows provisioning of complex, hypertextually annotated models which the students should study. Another area where the hypertext becomes handy are assignments: the students are presented a hypertextual assignment, and they can annotate their solution using the same means. The solution is submitted in digital form, and a tutor uses just the same tool to review it.

Developing the user interface parts of the framework has been eased by using JHotDraw [Kai01], a class library for applications dealing with technical drawings. JHotDraw builds upon the notion of a drawing (displayed in our diagram area) which may contain an arbitrary number of so-called figures (graphical representants of single model elements). Interestingly, although JHotDraw originated as an attempt to demonstrate the use of design patterns [GHJV97], it does not have a clean separation between model and view (in the sense of MVC), that is, there is no real model underlying the figures. Thus, it became necessary to extend the basic JHotDraw figures in a way that they rely on a proper (meta-) model underneath.

4 Meta Modeling

The aforementioned user interface provides different views of a model whose syntax and semantics are determined by an application-specific metamodel. Apart from the figures that make up the graphical representation, this metamodel is the part where the various possible modeling applications differ the most. It is also the part that requires the largest implementation effort, so it makes sense to strive for a generalizable solution here.

The solution we chose is based on the notion of a generic metamodel, or, practically speaking, a box of building bricks from which application-specific metamodels can be built. It is loosely based on ideas also found in the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [OMG02] or similar metamodeling approaches. Yet, it is not an implementation of the MOF nor is it a true meta-metamodel in the strict sense, because elements of the application-specific metamodel are derived from the generic metamodel via inheritance rather than instantiation.

At its very core, the generic metamodel consists of a graph structure with (nestable) vertices representing metamodel concepts and edges forming relationships between concepts. Each element can be augmented with an arbitrary number of uniquely named attributes and association ends. Attributes are used for storing primitive values. The currently supported types for these attributes are Boolean, Integer, String, Color, and Date. Examples for metalevel attributes are the visibility specifiers (public, private, ...) found in class diagrams. Association ends provide anchor points for associations, which are used to link elements of the metamodel. They may have an inverse and a multiplicity greater than one. They are first class members of the metamodel, so the implementation can easily keep both of their ends consistent. Associations differ from edge elements in that they usually do not have a graphical representation.

The generic metamodel elements also provide a number of methods used for enforcing the syntax rules inherent in the supported modeling language. For example, both the vertex and the edge elements
have methods named `canConnect()`, the result of which determines whether an edge element can connect two given vertex elements. These methods usually need to be overridden in self-defined model elements.

Figure 4 gives a rough impression of the generic metamodel. Some of the important classes are depicted in the upper section. The lower section shows how (part of) a metamodel for UML state machines could be derived from the generic classes. Having an obviously vertex-like characteristic, `UmlState` and `UmlCompositeState` would be derived from `ModelVertex`. `UmlTransition` would become a derivative of `ModelEdge`. All three classes override syntax-enforcing methods as necessary to ensure the rules of the UML specification: states may be connected using transitions, and composite states may contain other states.

The same user interface works on all application-specific metamodels without adjustments, since the basic metamodel elements provide introspection mechanisms that allow querying an element’s attributes and associations with other elements, and potentially also allow their modification. These mechanisms are used for loading, saving, and printing models on a generic basis as well as for providing a foundation on which the more sophisticated user interface components mentioned above can be built.

5 Experiences

Our framework for lightweight object-oriented tools is the result of an iterative process. First the software architecture editor was developed from scratch without any framework in mind. Then the need for a tool to tailor the Unified Process arose and further lightweight tools for object-oriented design techniques followed. While developing the other tools, we identified several features common to the different tools and decided to evolve a framework that allows efficiently developing lightweight object-oriented design tools. Through several refactoring steps we separated the generic functionality from the tool-specific ones and achieved the framework and metamodel presented in sections 3 and 4.

Our experiences during development of different lightweight tools for object-oriented design techniques using our framework (see section 2) showed that the framework is worth the effort we spent on evolving it. Instead of repeatedly starting from scratch, the framework and metamodel allows efficient development of lightweight tools. There are well-defined steps, using the hooks provided by the framework, the developer has to follow to achieve a running application:

1. build a data model for the tool through inheriting the framework’s metamodel
2. develop graphical representations of the data model’s elements through inheriting the framework’s generic figures
3. customize the layout and functionality adapting the generic components provided by the framework (if necessary)
4. integrate additional functionality (such as a simulation component)

We experienced that the framework is a stable and powerful base suitable for different tools devoted to teaching and learning various aspects of object-oriented development.

Currently, we are releasing a first stable version of the tools. They will be used in the lecture on software engineering during this spring/summer term for the first time and their impact will be evaluated. We hope that the clear focus of the lightweight tools will gain a positive acceptance among students. We assume that the tools’ short startup times and low memory footprint are further benefits.

6 Outlook

Our next step is to extend the above-mentioned simulation engine of the statechart editor by a multimedia interface. This will allow incorporation of arbitrary media elements into the simulation, thereby simulating or “controlling” real world applications or devices by the statemachine modeled. Different media elements might be used to illustrate the application in its different states. A typical example would be a simulation of Harel’s watch [Har87], illustrating the state changes using pictures of a digital watch. Using the multimedia component we hope to bridge the gap between abstract formal models and real world applications. We assume that is possible to use the same approach to illustrate the dynamics of software architectures as well.

In parallel to the extended simulation engine, we develop a project tutor for applying the Unified Process. Based on the tailored model instantiated by the process modeler, the tutor provides additional support for the students during execution of the project’s development process (e.g. gives hints what
to do next). The tutor is also based on our framework illustrating the broad range of tools which can be built onto the framework.

To complete the set of our tools, a class diagram editor is the obvious choice. Due to the metamodel approach of our framework, such an editor would a suitable starting point for studying model driven architecture approaches [Fra03]. In this case, the tool and its internals would become part of the lecture. In the ideal case, it would also allow us developing the metamodels for further lightweight tools with the tool itself.
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